Introduction

The menisci are essential and play a fundamental role in the knee joint. These are responsible for lubrication, increase the contact area between femur and tibia, decrease the load bearing on the articular cartilage, and increase the stability of the knee.\textsuperscript{1,2} Meniscus tears, seen in young and old patients, are an extremely common cause of knee pain.\textsuperscript{3} It is important to make an accurate diagnosis of meniscus tears so that the appropriate treatment can be given. A detailed history and physical examination can help to differentiate patients who have a meniscus tear from those whose knee pain arises from other conditions.\textsuperscript{4,5}

Abstract

Purpose The aim of this prospective study was to compare and correlate clinical, MRI, and arthroscopic findings in cases of suspected meniscal tears. Using arthroscopic findings as the gold standard, the sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value of clinical investigation and MRI were evaluated to determine if is possible, after a careful examination, to bypass MRI and perform directly arthroscopy in suspected cases.

Methods A total of 80 patients with a history of knee trauma, preoperative RX, and MRI underwent arthroscopy over an 8-month period at our department. All patients had a clinical examination performed by an experienced knee surgeon. These examiners evaluated and recorded the results of three tests: medial and lateral joint line tenderness test, McMurray’s test, and Apley’s test. The injury was classified as a meniscal tear if there were at least two positive tests. Finally, using the arthroscopic findings as the gold standard, sensibility, specificity, accuracy, positive and negative predictive values of clinical examination, and MRI were evaluated and compared.

Results Clinical examination performed by an experienced knee surgeon reported better sensitivity (91 vs. 85%), specificity (87 vs. 75%), accuracy (90 vs. 82%), positive predictive value (94 vs. 88%), and negative predictive value (81 vs. 71%) than MRI for medial meniscal tears. These parameters showed minimal differences for lateral meniscal tears.\textsuperscript{1}

Conclusion Clinical examination performed by an experienced knee surgeon provided equal or better results to diagnose meniscal injuries in comparison to MRI. MRI is not necessary to confirm these lesions and should not be used as the primary diagnostic tool.

Level of Evidence Level II, prospective study.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanning is considered the gold standard noninvasive method to diagnose meniscal tears.5,7 It is routinely used to support the diagnosis of meniscal injuries prior to recommending arthroscopic examination and surgery. Furthermore, patient’s history alone is inadequate as a diagnostic tool, and the diagnostic accuracy of clinical tests for meniscal tears has often been questioned. A review of the available literature reveals conflicting results regarding their usefulness.8,9

Our objective was to evaluate and compare sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) of clinical examination, and MRI in the diagnosis of meniscal tears, considering arthroscopic findings as the gold standard.

The hypothesis of the study was that there was no significant difference in diagnostic accuracy of MRI and clinical tests to diagnose a meniscal tear.

Methods

All patients with a history of knee injury, who attended our Orthopaedic department from August 2015 to April 2016 and underwent clinical exam, radiographic exam, MRI, and arthroscopy, were considered eligible to enter the study. Exclusion criteria were previous episodes of knee locking, both medial and lateral joint line tenderness, combined cruciate or collateral ligament injuries, degenerative changes, fractures, previous traumas, previous knee surgery, and additional injury to the knee between the time of MRI/clinical diagnosis and surgery.

All the patients were examined by an orthopaedic surgeon with more than 10 years of experience in the field of knee arthroscopic surgery. Patient’s history was obtained prior to clinical examination. Clinical assessment was based on medial and lateral joint line tenderness, McMurray’s and Apley’s tests, and other specific tests to rule out other associated injuries to the knee.

Knee joint line tenderness was assessed with the patient supine and the knee flexed to 90 degrees on lateral and medial sides. McMurray’s test was performed in a standard fashion by placing the knee beyond 90 degrees of flexion and then rotating the tibia on the femur into full internal rotation to test the lateral meniscus, or full external rotation to test the medial meniscus. The same maneuvers were performed in gradually increasing degrees of knee flexion to progressively load more posterior segments of the menisci. Valgus and varus stress were applied. During the maneuver, the joint line is palpated both medially and laterally. Positive test was considered to be a click or pain along the joint line.10

Apley’s test was performed with the patient prone on an examination table and the knee flexed to 90 degrees. The knee of the examiner was placed across the posterior aspect of the patient’s thigh and the tibia compressed onto the knee joint while being externally and internally rotated. The test was considered positive if produced pain with external rotation test for medial involvement and internal rotation test for lateral involvement.

Meniscal injury was suspected when at least two of the three tests used were positive.

Meniscal injuries on MRI were scored according to the grading system described by Lotysh et al.11 and Crues et al.12 Grade 3 signal intensity on MRI was defined as an abnormal signal in meniscus extending to the articular surface. Diagnosis of a tear should be made only when definitive findings of high-signal intensity are seen reaching the articular surface (∼Fig. 1). A single abnormal image was considered sufficient for diagnosing a meniscus as torn on MRI. Grade 1 and 2 signal changes in meniscus not reaching the articular surface were not considered tears. MRI of the affected knee was performed on a 1.5 Tesla scanner (Magnetom Avanto; Siemens, Munich, Germany). The imaging protocol included sagittal T1, T2, GRE; coronal T2, PD; and axial T2 and GRE sequences. Fat suppression was obtained in all cases with T2 and PD sequences. Imaging parameters were field of view of 14 to 16 cm; 320 × 240 matrix sizes; slice thickness of 3.0 mm; and an intersection gap of 1 mm for both sagittal and coronal images. The MRI scans were reviewed by an expert musculoskeletal radiologist unaware of the findings of the orthopaedic clinical examination.

All patients underwent knee arthroscopy. All arthroscopies were performed by an orthopaedic surgeon with more than 10 years of experience in the field of knee arthroscopic surgery.

Fig. 1 Grade 3 signal hyperintensity in the medial meniscus. (A) T2 sagittal sequence. (B) T2 coronal sequence.
Standard anteromedial and anterolateral portals were used. The surgery was performed under loco-regional anesthesia. Examination of the knee under anesthesia was performed once again to check for any signs of instability. The interval between MRI and arthroscopy was from a minimum of 25 days to a maximum of 50 days (average time was 40 days). Record of clinical, MRI, and arthroscopic findings was kept and compared. Sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and accuracy of clinical examination findings and MRI were regarded considering arthroscopy as the gold standard (►Fig. 2).

Results

The study cohort consisted of 80 patients (48 males and 32 females) with age ranging from 17 to 49 years (mean age, 28.4 years).

There were 49 patients with suspected diagnosis of medial meniscal tear. Clinical diagnosis was confirmed at arthroscopy in 31 cases (true positives). Three patients were false negative (one positive clinical test with meniscal tear confirmed during arthroscopy), 2 were false positive (positive clinical examination with no meniscal tears at arthroscopy), and 13 patients were true negative. In the latter subgroup, we found medial patellar plica in six patients, cartilage injury on the medial femoral condyle in four, and no injuries in three patients.

MRI assessment exhibited 28 true positive, 5 false negative, 4 false positive, and 12 true negative patients.

Table 1 Diagnostic values of clinical examination and MRI for MM tears

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Clinical examination (%)</th>
<th>MRI (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensibility</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: MM, medial meniscus; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value.

Clinical examination showed better sensibility, specificity, accuracy, PPV, and NPV in comparison to MRI (►Table 1).

There were 31 patients with a suspected lateral meniscal tear; of these, clinical exam identified a true positive result in 18 patients. Three patients were false negative, one patient was false positive, and nine patients were true negative. In the latter subgroup, there were three patients with cartilage damage on the lateral femoral condyle, one patient with cartilage damage on the lateral tibial plateau, one patient with lateral patellar plica, and four patients with no intra-articular pathology.

MRI showed grade 3 tears in 17 patients in which the diagnosis was confirmed arthroscopically. There were 3 false negative, 1 false positive, and 10 true negative patients.

Between clinical examination diagnosis and MRI scan diagnosis for lateral meniscal injuries, there were only minimal differences regarding diagnostic values (►Table 2).

Discussion

Our objective was to evaluate and compare the diagnostic accuracy of clinical investigation and MRI to establish if it is possible to skip the MRI in cases of suspected meniscal tears. Moreover, the validity of clinical examination and MRI in predicting differences in medial and lateral meniscal injuries was also studied. Previous studies compared clinical examination and MRI scans with arthroscopy of the knee joint as the gold standard. Conflicting results emerge by the review of the literature. Mohan et al.,9 in their retrospective series of 130 patients, showed that the diagnostic accuracy of clinical examination was 88% for medial meniscal tears and 92% for lateral meniscal tears; they concluded that clinical diagnosis of meniscal tears was as reliable as the MRI scan. Rose et al13 found better diagnostic accuracy with clinical exam than with MRI scans in a series of 100 patients. On the contrary, in a prospective series of 145 patients by Abdon et al.,14 clinical examination had only 61% accuracy for meniscal tears. Rangger et al15 studied 121 patients with a meniscal tear. They concluded that MRI should be performed before arthroscopy of the knee in all cases in which the clinical diagnosis has been reduced to a suspected meniscus injury.15

Nevertheless, MRI is the main imaging modality of excellence for accurately depicting abnormalities of the menisci and is commonly used because various intra-articular
lesions historically had common symptoms. For this reason, MRI is considered by many orthopaedic surgeons a routine preoperative diagnostic tool to establish or confirm a diagnosis of meniscal tear. However, according to the results of our study, we believe that when a meniscal tear is suspected after a careful clinical examination performed by an experienced knee surgeon, MRI could be avoided as a routine diagnostic tool. If a patient had no clinical symptoms, even though MRI showed meniscal tears, knee arthroscopy was unnecessary. In many cases, relying on MRI alone without using clinical judgment might have led to inappropriate treatment. In any case, MRI did not prevent “unnecessary surgery.”

MRI systems used in this study had 1.5 Tesla field strength considered appropriate for producing diagnostic images of high quality. Magee et al established that MRI of the knee performed at 3.0 Tesla compared favorably in sensitivity and specificity with studies performed at 1.5 Tesla or lower field strength scanners. However, their study did not directly compare different field strengths in the same study population. More recently, as suggested by Van Dyck et al, the use of a 3.0 Tesla MRI did not significantly improve accuracy for evaluating the meniscus compared with similar 1.5-Tesla protocol. Therefore, further studies may be needed to determine the true diagnostic performance of different field strength scanners.

The results of our study matched the sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of clinical examination and MRI for detection of meniscal injuries reported in earlier studies.

This study had several limitations. First, sample size was small and no power analysis was provided. Second, the average time between MRI and arthroscopy was almost 6 weeks that could have allowed some meniscus lesion to heal, thus producing false positive MRI. Third, there was a bias because only patients referred for MRI were included in the study. Inherent verification bias affected all patients, as they all had undergone MRI before arthroscopy that probably influenced the decision to perform arthroscopy.

In conclusion, a well-trained qualified surgeon can safely rely on clinical examination for diagnosing meniscal injuries. Clinical examination is at least as accurate as MRI in the hands of a skilled orthopaedic surgeon. When clinical diagnosis is in favor of a meniscal tear, performing an MRI scan prior to arthroscopic examination is unnecessary. MRI should not be used as primary diagnostic tool in meniscal injuries. This expensive imaging modality should be used only for more doubtful, difficult, and complex knee injuries.
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